Abstract-The development of a city gradually fosters different functional regions, and between these regions there exists different social information due to human activities. In this paper, a Region Activation Entropy Model (RAEM) is proposed to discover the social relations hidden between the regions. Specifically we segment a city into coherent regions according the base station (BS) position and detect the stay and passing regions in trajectories of mobile phone users. We regard one user's trajectory as a short document and take the stay regions in the trajectory as words, so that we can use Natural Language Processing (NLP) method to discover the relations between regions. Furthermore, the Region Activation Force (RAF) is defined to measure the intensity of relationship between regions. By measuring the Region Activation Entropy (RAE) based on RAF, we find an 88% potential predictability in regional mobility. The result generated by RAEM can benefit a variety of applications, including city planning, location choosing for a business and predicting the spread of human. We evaluated our method using a one-month-Iong record collected by mobile phone carriers. We believe our findings offer a new perspective on research of human mobility.
INTRODUCTION
The advance in location acquisition technologies has generated a myriad of spatial trajectories representing the mobility of various moving objects, such as people and vehicles. Such trajectories offer us unprecedented information to understand moving objects and locations, foster a broad range of applications in location-based social networks [1], intelligent transportation systems and urban computing [2] .
Mining human location history has attracted intensive attention in the past years [3] [4] .Here, we briefly reviews related works on the exploration of correlation between different regions based on human historical trajectories. Yu Zheng et al [5] proposed several efficient metrics to mine the correlation between locations with a large-scale real-world GPS dataset. Giannotti et al. [6] mined similar sequences from users' moving trajectories. They introduced trajectory patterns as concise descriptions of frequent behaviors, in terms of both space and time. Mamoulis et al. [7] proposed a top-down framework with an indexing scheme for retrieving maximum periodic patterns in spatio-temporal data. Jing Yuan et al [8] build a LDA model using the regions' pick up/drop off data to discover the functions of city regions. 104 
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Comparing with the co-location pattern mining [9] [10] [11] which aims to fmd classes of spatial objects that are frequently located together. The major differences between these work and ours lie in two aspects: 1) We address the challenge to infer the correlation between each pair of locations rather than the co located patterns of location categories. 2) We use human behaviors to estimate the correlation between two locations rather than the geospatial distance between them.
Our key contributions are summarized as follows:
(1) Region Activation Force (RAF) is proposed to quantify the strength of relationship between city regions using human trajectories, which can help us understand the regional mobility rules.
(2) Region Activation Entropy (RAE) based on RAF is defined to calculate the upper bound of the accuracy rate of the prediction using the Fano's inequality [14] . Therefore, we fmd a 88% potential predictability in regional mobility.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some defmitions are given. In addition, the activation entropy model is proposed to mining the relationship between regions. In section 3, some experiment results are studied to evaluate the performance of our model. Finally, we briefly conclude the paper and point out future works.
A. Preliminary
II.
SYSTEM MODEL Here, a city is divided into individual regions by the position of each Base Station (BS) using Voronoi diagram (refer to Fig.  1) . Compared with the dividing method of road network, a voronoi region is the covers of a cell-tower and there is just one tower in each region. Thus, a region Ri is defined as the voronoi cell divided by cell-tower i.
In this paper, we aim to discover the relationships between regions by Human mobility. Human mobility is represented by user movement's trajectories, which are the sequences of cell tower traces given in defmition 1. Figure 2 . A stay region in a trajectory
Firstly, we analyze the distribution of distances between neighboring regions for all of 2440 towers in Fig. 3(A) . Most neighboring regions have a distance less than 1 kilometer and 0.83 kilometer is the average. So 0.8 kilometer is selected as the distance threshold Dth in our stay region detection. In addition, it peaked around at d=0.3km, which indicates that the coverage of many cell towers is about 300 meters. Because the cell towers are intensive in the city center. The labeled trajectories have extracted in the previous work, we will propose a new method to measure the regions relation in this part.
The activation force [12] is an effective approach to measure the strength of the link between two nodes in complex network, which is commonly used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to find the relationship between words. In this paper, we use the activation force to calculate the relationship of regions as the definition 4. itself is useless in our research so we set f ii = 0); di j is the average distance between a pair of regions in their co occurrences.
Before we start the RAF calculation, one question should be considered: which kind of region in each trajectory should be chosen?
There are two kinds of regions, passing regions and stay regions, in the trajectories. As we know the stay regions represent the sources and the destinations of a user which contains the truly mobility features of regions. That is to say: the purpose of RAF model is to mine where the people in the target region come from, not where they pass by. So only the stay regions in trajectories are selected to calculate RAF.
Another question is what is the proper L to be used in RAF calculation. In the field of Natural Language Processing, word windows L is generally set around 5 since researchers believe that the relation between the words far away is very weak. In RAF model, the amount of stay regions in one user's trajectory is commonly no more than 5, therefore we set L to infinity, that is to say, calculate the RAF with all stay regions.
For example, suppose we have a total of 4 regions (Rl' Rz, R3, R4), and 3 labeled trajectories are captured as follows.
In order to simplify the calculation process, there are only stay regions in labeled trajectories. Firstly, we can count the frequencies f i of the 4 regions.
Then co-occurrences matrix F = {/i j } and average distance matrix D = {di j } of each pair of regions are calculated. We also try to use Association Rules (AR) to mine the relationship between these regions. AR can capture the support of these pairs of regions with the same sample. Obviously Support(Ri' R j ) = Support ( R j , Ri). Ta ble 1 shows the region relationship captured by the two different methods.
RAF from Rl to R2 is strongest since they frequently occur together; ra f 31 = 0 because of Rl never appears after R3 in all of the labeled trajectories. Naturally, region i would have a greater activation force to region} if they co-occur more or they are nearer in labeled trajectories.
The relation captured by AR is either 1 or 0.667, because the frequency of occurrence and distance between regions are not considered in this method.
We can infer from Table 1 that the degree of differentiation by RAF is much higher than AR. Consequently, we choose RAF to measure the regions relation in the following research.
C. Region Activation Entropy Model
We have obtained the RAF between each pair of regions, but how could we separate the different activate patterns of every region? In this part, we will define three kinds of entropy [15] to measure the uncertainty of the regions that activate the target region. In general, RAEi � E� � E;. Considering the mobility of human, people always return to starting point S after visiting his/her destination D, thus D is not only the in-link but also the out-link of S. Therefore, we measure the three kinds of entropy from one region to other regions. As shown in Fig. 5 , it is quite similar with the distribution in Fig. 4 . Although the RAF matrix is asymmetry, the difference between in-links and out-links is slight, so we only use in-links RAF in the following research.
Entropy indicates the degree of uncertainty in a probability distribution. We cannot predict where people in region i come from with an accuracy more than Pi no matter how excellent our predictive algorithm since there is a randomness in the relationship between region i and other regions. The predictability Pi can be evaluated by Fano's inequality [14] . If a region has an entropy E with N regions, Pi is given by E = -Pi 10gPi -(1-Pi) 10g(1-Pi) + (1-Pi) 10g(N -1).
We determine Pi separately for each region using the three kinds of entropy. As shown in Fig. 6 , random entropy gives the worst predictability, that is, we could hardly predict the stream of people if the amount of related regions is the only information provided to us. By comparison, predictability given by RAE is 0.88 on average, indicates that, a historical record of the daily • Random
• Distribution RAE activation patterns of a region implies a high degree of predictability. In addition, we have also obtained the predictability of distribution entropy. It is widely distributed and peaked at 0.5, which means that the predictability is extremely different between regions.
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
In order to evaluate the model mentioned in this article, we conduct a series of experiments. The dataset contains one month-long records of approximately 4 million anonymized mobile phone users from a medium-sized city with 2440 cell towers. In this experiment, we choose one day as a period d, Dt h = O.8km and Tt h = 30min in stay region detection algorithm. Finally, 65 million stay trajectories are captured into our entropy model.
In our previous work [13] , we have classified the city regions into 9 different social functions. Here we will measure the various activation patterns in every function. and d gov e n me nt = 3.22km. That is, people tend to visit the places near to them, especially in entertainment areas. The difference of distribution among them is that for education and government regions the curve are multi-peaks and others are single-peak. This is because the locations of government agencies and school are in accordance with the division of administrative areas, but those of commercial districts follows the distribution of population.
Then we choose a sample region (WANDA PLAZA, a commercial place) to display the hourly activation patterns on map in Fig.8 . The green cell in the centre of each picture represents the target region, while the other cells in different color stand for the regions possess a nonzero RAF to the target region. The deeper the color is, the greater the RAF is. Before 8 a.m., there is no region activate it. The number of activate regions climbs slowly in the morning, then keeps stable in the afternoon, peaks in the evening and declines rapidly at night. functions. What the different color represent is same with Fig.8 .
Residential area have the least activation regions since it possesses the strongest privacy, while the commercial area (Fig.8) is just on the opposite.
The activation patterns in Fig.8 and Figure. In this article, we propose a novel method to explore the relevance between city regions by using human mobility.
Furthennore, we use an Activation Entropy Model (AEM) to measure the relevance, give the predictability for each region. At last, we import the social function of the regions to discover the various activation patterns. Researchers might find our result useful in smart city, such as people stream prediction and urban planning.
There are several types of relationship between words in traditional textual syntax, such as subject-predicate, verb-object and modifier-core structure. We only measure the intensity of the relevance between regions without identifying the types like
